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Big Bang Show FAQ 

1. How are you splitting divisions?  
 
We are splitting divisions as follows: 

• AAA 

• AA – two divisions 

• A – three divisions 

• FC – three divisions 

• Pony 

We don’t yet know the age split. Once we have a final list of riders we will split the divisions so 
that riders are evenly distributed.  

2. If you don’t normally ride CGA, how do you choose your division? And how are points 
awarded/are they split across divisions?  
 
Choose the closest division to how fast you are but don’t pick the division above. Lean toward 
the lower division if you are in between. Here’s why: if you don’t place in the division above 
you’ll hurt your chance of winning anything. If you sign up as an A rider and get a first place in FC 
you won’t receive a buckle, whereas if you sign up as an A rider and get a first place in A, AA or 
AAA you would get a buckle for your age group.  
 
To see how CGA splits divisions across patterns, click here: https://calgymkhana.com/wp-
content/uploads/2020/07/ratingmatrix_color.pdf  
 
For the overall show award, points are added up and awards are determined within a division. If 
you sign up as an A rider and receive 20 points in A and 10 points in AA, you’re more likely to 
place in Division A. We do not add up points across all divisions to determine overall winners. 
 

3. Do you need to be a CGA member to ride in the Big Bang Show?  
 
Yes. Memberships are $30/individual or $60/family and they last for one year and is good for 
any CGA show. You can fill out the CGA membership form and pay here: 
https://calgymkhana.com/downloads-etc/  
 

4. What are match races?  
 
Match races, held on Saturday and Sunday nights, are side-by-side races of two rider/horse 
teams running simultaneously. We start with the top 16 fastest times of the day within the 
pattern. Those 16 riders are placed in a play-off bracket of 8 match races. The winners of those 
races advance to the final four. These two winners advance to the finals.  
 
We will be running match races for Poles 1 and Speed Ball on Saturday and Birangle, Figure 8 
Flags and Poles 2 on Sunday. If the final two riders competing in Speed Ball or Figure 8 Flags 
both get a “no time,” they will continue to race until there is a winner with a time.  
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5. How many people can share a campsite? We don’t think there is a limit but suggest you contact 
CRC directly. Trailer (hook up) camping is $50/night and dry (tent) camping is $25/night.  
 

6. Can you put two horses in one stall? This is another good question for CRC, though you should 
note that CRC charges for each horse, not per stall, so two horses in a stall would cost the same 
as two horses in two stalls.  


